Mission Migration 2025
Managed Services for
SAP S/4HANA® landscapes

Post-Migration: SOLHANA Operation
Being on S/4HANA® does not mean it is time to rest: your SAP® systems still need to be constantly
monitored and regularly updated to secure seamless operation of your business. Daily system
checks and regular monitoring activities, as well as pro-active working and thinking ahead, help
identifying potential problems at an early stage and prevent them on time.
SOLHANA - short for „Solutions for HANA“- is a single point of contact for organizations searching
a service provider to plan, implement and operate SAP S/4HANA® in their organization. SOLHANA
covers the broad expertise needed to offer independent hardware or public cloud evaluations,
Linux systems engineering and maintenance, SAP® migrations as well as SAP® operations.
SOLHANA’s deep business domain expertise and experience in both SAP® and Linux guarantee
the smooth operation of your SAP S/4HANA® landscape. The SOLHANA experts provide SAP®
technology and application managed services on 24 × 7 × 365 basis to support and maintain your
SAP S/4HANA® environments, delivering high quality services with maximum flexibility, efficiency
and scalability of operations.
Within the framework of our Service Level Agreements (SLA), SOLHANA offers comprehensive
support and monitoring services, tailored to your individual requirements and wishes.
 Maintenance & Support 5 × 24h, 7 × 24h or customized, available per SAP system.
 Technical support: various alternatives, ranging from proactive monitoring, securing
uninterrupted operation of systems up to full management of your entire SAP landscape.
 Application support: attractive packages, which can be extended to include change requests
and additional projects. A ticket-based processing is recommendedfor low ticket volumes.
SOLHANA provides fast, professional and reliable support in line with your requirements so you
can fully concentrate on your core business.
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